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ATTENTION OWNER
ENSURE YOUR ALIGNMENT PROFESSIONAL REVIEWS
THIS DOCUMENT PRIOR TO COMMENCING WORKAND

RETAIN IN YOUR GLOVE BOX FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.

IMPORTANT CAUTION
Rear Wheel Alignment Adjustment

(Tie-Rod Lock Nut Tightening lnstructions)



IMPORTANT CAUTION!

Rear Wheel Alignment Adjustment
Tie.Rod Lock Nut Tightening Sequence

When.making rear wheel_.alignment (toe) adjustments it is important to follow the proper
procedure and torque specification. lf the proper procedure is not foilowed, backlash may dlveiop
at the tfuead portion of the arm (shaft and turr-buckle), followed by formation of rusi. lf thi's
occurs, threads may wear, causing the arm to separate, which could result in the loss of vehicle
control.

Fil1ly_holding the adjusting tube with an open-end wrench, securely tighten the lock nuts with an
SST (22mm open end croMoot wrench) in the sequence described-below.
(Refer to PRECAUTIONS FOR TORQUE WRENCH WTH F)GIENSIO|V IOOLS on page 6)

The tightening procedure for these lock nuts is critical; failure to tighten them in the
correct order could cause them to become loose.
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I. BACKGROUND
ln the Rear Suspension Arm No.1 Assembly ("arm"), if the nuts for adjusting the rear wheel
alignment are not tightened following the proper procedure and torque specification when vehicle
alignment service is performed, backlash may develop at the thread portion of the arm (shaft and
turn-buckle), followed by formation of rust. lf this occurs, threads may wear, causing the arm to
separate, which could result in the loss of vehicle control.

Toyota / Lexus launched a Safety Recall to remedy this condition. As part of the remedy, Caution
Labels have been installed on the vehicle to help notify technicians performing a rear wheel align-
ment, of the importance of following the proper tightening sequence of the rear tie rod lock nuts.

lf the Caution Labels are not installed in the locations indicated, please instruct the vehicle
owner to contact a Toyota / Lexus dealer to ensure the Safety Recall is completed.

ution Labels lnsta nng

Four (4) labels oer vehicle

Label 2

The label faces the
rear of the vehicle

Attach the clip with an
instructional label from abover4 Label 2 Attach the clip with an

instructional label from above

The label faces the
rear of lhe vehrcle



II. ALIGNMENT SPECIFICATIONS

1. INSPEGT THE REAR TIRE PRESSURE

S pecification : 32psi (220kPa )

2. CONDUCT REAR WHEEL TOEIN ALIGNMENT

Use a 4 wheel alignment machine or toe-in gauge to adjust the rear wheel
toe-in.

Specification:
A+B: 0'10'+/- 0"05' (0.17" +/- 0.09')
C-D: 2.0 +/- 1.0mm (0.08 +/- 0.04in.)

NOTE
. lf the toe-in is not within the specified range, make the necessary adjustments following

procedure outlined in this document.
. Always inspect suspension parts for any damage and replace them if necessary.
. Ensure the alignment equipment being used has been properly calibrated.
. Some of the major alignment equipment manufacturers have included this procedure into

their alignment equipment sofrware.



lll. STRUCTURE OF REAR No.l SUSPENSION ARM ASSEMBLY
The arm can be extended or shortened by turning the adjusting tube located on the arm centre
area. A lock nut is provided on each end of the adjusting tube. One of the nuts, which is located
at the ball joint side, has a left-hand thread (left-to-tighten, right-toJoosen). Understand the
suspension arm structure properly to perform operations correctly.
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Bottom view

NOTE
. ln order to prevent the centre alignment of the adjusting tube from being displaced, do not

disassemble the suspension arm.
. Rotate the replaced suspension arm's adjusting tube to adjust the rear wheel toe-in.



IV. TORQUE WRENCH PRECAUTIONS

lf a torque wrench is used together with an SST or extra tools that extend the handle length, the
actual torque will be greater than the set torque on a torque wrench.

This document specifies the required torques and the torque readings that will be set on general
tools. lf tools that are difierent from those described in this document will be used, calculate torque
readings in accordance with the formula described below.

Formula: (torque wrench reading) = (specified torque) x L

52 mm (2.05 in.)

52 mm (2.05 in.)

NOTE
. For torque wrenches that have special instructions about turning directions, follow those

instructions.


